
Software Tools for in-depth Analysis

TransformerIQ’s intuitive software platform provides visibility to all transformers, along with 
the tools to help you quickly identify and diagnose problems. It’s a complete, customizable 
back-office solution that lets you analyze issues quickly via graphical and tabular displays.

In addition, as new TransformerIQ capabilities are released, you can simply upload new 
firmware via the Internet to keep your system up-to-date.

 

Technical Specifications
Transformer IQTransformerIQ expands the possible in intelligent 

transformer monitoring. With an unprecedented  

price-performance ratio, TransformerIQ affordably 

extends substation monitoring and metering capabilities 

to distribution equipment – thereby increasing the 

transparency, efficiency and longevity of the network on 

which you and your customers depend.
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Cost-effective smart grid monitoring — 
right down to the distribution transformer. 

Transformer IQ

A Complete Transformer Monitoring Solution

Communications
Cellular | Radio | WiFi

Control Room

Transformer IQ

Poletop

Padmount

Vault

Substation

Client Devices

Grid InSite

Communications MODBUS, DNP3; RS232, Ethernet, WiFi, GSM, ASCII over 
RS232, ASCII over RS485

Integrated Socket-mounted 
Remote Communications

On Ramp Wireless; Silver Spring Networks; Landis + Gyr; WiFi, 
GSM or Edge CDMA modem

Operating Environment -40C to +85C for fully submersible encapsulated version

Channels / Model

P S, D, V

RMS Voltage 3 12

RMS Current 3 + Neutral 12 + Neutrals

Fault Current 3 12

Fault Duration 3 12

Discrete Inputs 5 24

Analog Inputs 2 2

Temperatures 4 6

Internal Case Temperature 1 1

Cooling Load 0 3

LTC Change Duration 0 1

LTC Change Energy 0 1

Bushing Monitoring GridSense BushingIQ Only

Dissolved Gas Monitoring

8 gases; H20; total combustible 
gas; total hydrocarbons; MOD-
BUS over RS485; Multiple DGA 
manufacturers supported



Transformer IQ

Intelligence From Every Link in Your 
Transformer Chain

Residential Transformer Monitoring - As a class, residential transformers comprise a 
utility’s most valuable asset.  Draw valuable intelligence from them more affordably than 
previously thought possible. Gain rich operational information on voltage problems while 
aiding power factor correction, conservation voltage reduction, or capacity optimization. 

Improve fault isolation time as transformer alarms provide early warning of temperature, 
overload and voltage sag/swell issues. Data points include: 

	 •		Fault	phase	indication	 
	 •		Fault	magnitude	 
	 •		Fault	duration	 
	 •		Fault	direction	

Move beyond the blind, inefficient ‘blow-and-replace’ strategy that has handcuffed the 
industry. Cost-effectively add intelligence right down to the residential transformer.

Network Vault Transformer Monitoring - TransformerIQ addresses the need for  
utilities to monitor multiple-transformer rooms or cabinets—above or below ground. 

•	 Rogowski coil or CT current sensing
•	 Voltage monitoring isolates at 300V (L-N)
•	 Provisions for smart grid mesh radios
•	 Weather resistant and completely submersible

Small Power Transformer Monitoring – Get the benefits of substation transformer 
monitoring for the small power transformer in an extremely cost-effective package  
designed for retrofit. 

•	 All operational and fault information captured with feeder sensing
•	 Measures top oil temperature on multiple tanks (optional)
•	 Hot spot temperatures on all monitored windings
•	 Bottom oil temperature used in patented calculation of cooling efficiency
•	 Fan	control	and	cooling	current	monitoring
•	 Isolated discrete inputs monitor voltages without isolation relaying
•	 Relays for alarm or customer purposes (2 to 24) 

Protect assets. Deepen diagnostics. Enhance networks. 

Don’t just protect the asset. 
Enhance the network.

Increase network reliability with full-featured, in-depth 
analysis from every corner of your network—from the 
substation transformer to the poletop. Easily retrofit existing 
equipment and capture every transformer failure mode.   

Substation Monitoring: Maximizing Life
 
TransformerIQ provides real-time data more flexibly and efficiently than any other 
transformer monitoring solution. Utilize CTs or Rogowski (dl/dt) coils, and minimize costs 
as you load current on up to 12 windings with neutrals as opposed to the typical three. 

Real-time measurements include:
•	 Hourly average or RMS load
•	 Voltage: alarming on surge/swell
•	 Power factor
•	 Fault	current	phase	and	magnitude	for	>	2	cycles	

Measure temperature and insulation aging 
Using hot spot temperatures calculated or measured 
with fiber optic probes, TransformerIQ calculates the  
rate and cumulative life lost on up to 12 windings.  
This level of transparency maximizes both asset life,  
and health.

Monitor and control cooling
A single sensor provides full functionality, with: 
•	 3-Stage cooling current sensing
•	 Hour-meters and counters for usage recording
•	 Patented transformer cooling efficiency calculation
•	 Cooling stage swapping for even utilization
•	 Cooling start-up in advance of temperature rise

Monitor bushings online
Track and trend insulation failure or surface contamination (with BushingIQ).  
You’ll have advance warning of bushing failure—the leading cause of transformer 
failure—through sensors that detect early changes in voltage amplitude and  
phase angle.

Load tap changer diagnostics
Through retrofit, capture full trending of: 
•	 Temperature differential alerts to heating
•	 Absolute position sensing for any LTC model
•	 Motor current during each operation

Core ground capture
Designed to alert to current in the milliamp range for a fraction of a cycle,  
TransformerIQ uses patent pending algorithms to monitor and record external  
core ground currents, providing unique, early indication of a compromised  
transformer core.

Distribution Monitoring:  
Affordably extend smart grid visibility
Designed for quick, live installation and equipped with an on-board, no-maintenance power 
source, TransformerIQ lets you quickly diagnose and resolve maintenance issues, improve 
fault restoration time, optimize asset utilization, predict remaining asset life, and achieve 
smart grid benefits previously out of reach. 

Its capabilities extend to remote areas of the network previously impractical  
to monitor, and outstrip those of solutions twice its size and cost. 

Gain operational information:

•	 Monitor asset condition 
•	 Diagnose and resolve voltage problems
•	 Perform power factor correction
•	 Identify capacitor bank voltage 
•	 Enable conservation voltage reduction 

Master outage management:

•	 Improve fault isolation time with line fault information 
•	 Use TransformerIQ data to leverage existing  

OMS information
•	 Set transformer alarms for temperature,  

overload, and voltage sag/swell

Improve revenue protection:

•	 Abnormal load patterns indicate illegal activity
•	 Reconcile kWh readings against meters to  

reveal power theft 

Enable demand side management*: 

•	 Issue commands for system level load reduction
•	 View reports of loads curtailed after command
•	 Identify loads available for curtailment
•	 Enable intelligent load shedding (prioritize more  

heavily loaded transformers)
•	 Provide customer Web portals for users to monitor  

load curtailment history, view savings, or opt out 
 
*Available Q4 2012
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